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Amsterdam is Ian McEwan's Booker Prize winner from 1998. It primarily deals with two friends who meet at the funeral of Molly Lane and a pact that they make between themselves shortly after. Vernon is an editor trying to reverse the fortunes of an eminent newspaper in decline and Clive is one of Britain's greatest composer's alive.
Amsterdam: Amazon.co.uk: McEwan, Ian: 9780099272779: Books
Amsterdam, Ian McEwan Amsterdam is a 1998 novel by British writer Ian McEwan. At the funeral of photographer and writer Molly Lane, three of Molly's former lovers converge. They include newspaper editor Vernon Halliday and composer Clive Linley who are old friends, and British Foreign Secretary Julian Garmony. Clive and Vernon muse upon Molly's death from an unspecified rapid-onset brain ...
Amsterdam by Ian McEwan - Goodreads
Described as Britain’s greatest living novelist, British author Ian McEwan’s books include Enduring Love, Atonement, On Chesil Beach, The Children Act and Nutshell. One of a generation of writers, including Martin Amis and Salman Rushdie, who established their literary credentials in the 1970’s Ian McEwan is a world-renowned writer whose novels have the rare gift of being as critically ...
Amsterdam by Ian McEwan | Waterstones
Amsterdam is a 1998 novel by British writer Ian McEwan, for which he was awarded the 1998 Booker Prize.
Amsterdam (novel) - Wikipedia
In Amsterdam, a contemporary morality tale that is as profound as it is witty, we have Ian McEwan at his wisest and most wickedly disarming.
Amsterdam by Ian McEwan: Summary and reviews
AMSTERDAM by Ian McEwan ? RELEASE DATE: Dec. 1, 1998 Winner of this year’s Booker Prize, McEwan’s latest (Black Dogs, 1992; Enduring Love, 1998) is a smartly written tale that devolves slowly into tricks and soapy vapors.
AMSTERDAM | Kirkus Reviews
Because Booker prize deliberations go on behind closed doors, we'll never really know what led the judging panel to Ian McEwan's Amsterdam. Naturally, that makes it all the more tempting and...
Booker club: Amsterdam by Ian McEwan | Ian McEwan | The ...
Then he introduced the writer whose session kicked off the week-long proceedings: Ian McEwan. The Booker Prize-winning McEwan is the author of such acclaimed works as Atonement, Amsterdam, On Chesil Beach, Saturday and most recently, Machines Like Me. McEwan was seated at his desk, a white bookshelf (too far to read the titles from) visible in ...
10 things about... Ian McEwan: The Booker Prize-winning ...
This detailed literature summary also contains Topics for Discussion and a Free Quiz on Amsterdam by Ian McEwan. Molly Lane, a restaurant critic, has just died after suffering from a terminal disease that caused rapid deterioration of her physical and psychological faculties.
Amsterdam Summary & Study Guide - www.BookRags.com
"McEwan writes the sort of witty repartee and scathing retort we wished we thought of in the heat of battle. On a broader scale, McEwan's portrayal of the mutually parasitic relationship between politicians and journalists is as damning as it is comic." — The Christian Science Monitor From the Inside Flap
Amsterdam: A Novel: Ian McEwan: 9780385494243: Amazon.com ...
Amazingly lucid prose aside, the power of Amsterdam lies in McEwan's devilishly clever narrative plan. He somehow manages to draw suspense out of two men's professional and personnel breakdowns, revealing a twisted horror story lurking underneath a tale seemingly meant to address undying friendship and love...
Book Marks reviews of Amsterdam by Ian McEwan
This UK copy of "Amsterdam" has been SIGNED by Ian McEwan on the title page! A contemporary morality tale that is as profound as it is witty, this short novel is perhaps the most purely enjoyable fiction Ian McEwan has ever written. And why "Amsterdam?" What happens there to Clive and Vernon is the most delicious shock in a novel brimming with surprises. This copy with the second state dust ...
Amsterdam by Mcewan, Signed - AbeBooks
Ian Russell McEwan, CBE, FRSA, FRSL (born 21 June 1948) is an English novelist and screenwriter. In 2008, The Times featured him on its list of "The 50 greatest British writers since 1945" and The Daily Telegraph ranked him number 19 in its list of the "100 most powerful people in British culture ".
Ian McEwan - Wikipedia
Amsterdam Ian McEwan writes like no one else. As his newest novel Amsterdam shows, McEwan holds few peers. Amsterdam, winner of the 1998 Booker Prize, deconstructs civility in a story where fate and the dark side of human nature seep through the cracks of an already fragile friendship.
Book Review - Amsterdam by Ian McEwan | BookPage
'Amsterdam by Ian McEwan Wins Booker Prize', New York Times, 28 October 1998: A4.
Ian McEwan Website: Amsterdam
Amsterdam by Ian McEwan and a great selection of related books, art and collectibles available now at AbeBooks.co.uk.
Amsterdam by Mcewan - AbeBooks
As swift as a lethal bullet and as timely as current headlines, McEwan's Booker Prize-winning novel is a mordantly clever--but ultimately too clever for its own good--exploration of ethical issues....
Fiction Book Review: Amsterdam by Ian McEwan, Author ...
Buy Amsterdam by McEwan, Ian online on Amazon.ae at best prices. Fast and free shipping free returns cash on delivery available on eligible purchase.
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